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Design2Cam have vast knowledge of the industry and are in 
a position to help your business. The goal of Design2Cam 
is to ensure the solution is right for your business. Being 
a small team means they can offer a personal service with 
unrivaled support. Unlike corporate companies their staff can 
be contacted for support at any time. They help you when you 
need it, not just during offi ce hours.
 
Design2Cam have a range of products to suit most aspects of 
the industry, from easy design through to cnc machine linked 
software. So whether you are looking for something to help 
with your presentations or want full drawing to cnc machine 
software they have a solution.

Anthony Scammell the owner of Design2Cam is an apprentice 
served joiner with over 40 years experience and takes pride in 
providing the right solution for your business. Whether your 
company is small, medium or large, everyone gets the same help 
and support. It is due to his background that Design2Cam are 
a proud sponsor of the Masterseal which promotes companies 
that use qualifi ed tradespeople within their manufacturing 
processes. With his experience within the industry Anthony 
is able to offer help and advice to Design2Cam customers on 
many aspects of their business.

Design2Cam has two 3D design and manufacturing products 
aimed at different levels of the industry together with post 
processing software to talk to almost all cnc machines on the 
market.

Design2Cam products include, PRO100, PaletteCAD, 
Procentre and ASPAN. Both PRO100 and PaletteCAD are 
more than box design programs, neither require complicated 
formulas to create a construction method and can be used 
for many application not just for presenting a 3D Kitchen 
drawing. Their photorealistic rendering is superb allowing you 
to generate very high quality images.

PRO100 is so easy to use Design2Cam have a FREE 
downloadable demo version so you can see for yourself how 
the program works.

For more go to www.design2cam.com

Morrow Furniture have been a key part of Auckland’s custom-
made furniture scene since 1981. Working with designers 

and fi t-out specialists Morrow’s 10 staff manufacture and install 
throughout the Auckland region, and nationwide. As Kevin Morrow 
explains, the Company’s work comes from a strong reputation 
within their industry, and right now they’re as busy as ever. 

Passionate about their workmanship and quality, Kevin and his 
team are always looking for new effi ciencies. The latest effi ciency 
is a shiny new Micronair VC8 extractor, from Jacks. “I saw them 
at AWISA” says Kevin, “and I was impressed. Until recently we 
were using bag units, including a large four-bag unit in a shed 
outside. Now we have one powerful, modern extractor covering 
the whole factory.” 

Installation was quick and simple. “Bo at Ducts R Us did a fabulous 
job” says Kevin. “He’s a perfectionist!” The VC8 unit is built to 
last in Australia, and at 18.5kW has plenty of suck. Constructed of 
galvanised steel it’s designed to be placed outside, and is confi gured 
to sit astride a dump bin to ensure easy emptying. “The guys were 
thrilled!” says Kevin with a laugh. “They used to hate emptying 
the dust bags.” Fynn confi rms it instantly: “We had to crawl in 
there and get covered in dust. And it would always be raining. It 
was a fi lthy job. It’s way easier now – we just pick it up with the 
forklift – all done.”

As well as all the benefi ts of moving to a single extractor unit with 
far fi ner fi ltering, Kevin was also impressed by the Variable Speed 
Drive (VSD) offered with the VC8. VSD automatically monitors and 
optimises airfl ow, meaning as demand for extraction drops then so 
does the VC8’s power use. This means if the workshop’s not busy 
then the VC8 is using less electricity – saving power, and money 
– all while keeping the workshop cleaner and healthier than ever.

 Nathan, Matt and Fynn. The boys no longer empty dirty dust bags!
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